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Lailan Sandra Huen
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color and that is why she is a passionate advocate for DataCenter’s
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youth of color organizing for educational reform, juvenile justice, and
health.
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support student empowerment and access to college.
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own voice for change,” says Lailan. “The youth movement deserves and needs its own autonomous, independent research
infrastructure to ensure that youth are effectively heard in shap)%C'(7+).'69%'.+"$)()+2'"%&'80(0.+<J'K2'"'56".&':+:5+.'68'L60(7'
Together and advocate for the National Student Bill of Rights
campaign, Lailan now serves DataCenter as a youth research
advisor.

Lailan was the lead coordinator for
the Da Town Researchers (DTR),
which organizes high school stu&+%(2'8.6:'!"#$"%&;2'305$)1'21766$2'
to assess priority issues affecting
their peers and develop policy reLailan wor#2'9)(7'F"$)86.%)"'K22+:5$4:+:5+.'-"%&.+'-9"%26%'
form recommendations to the School
as Senior Field Representative on education, housing and comBoard, using surveys and other youth-led participatory action re:0%)(4' &+*+$63:+%(' )%' !"#$"%&B' K$":+&"' "%&' M)+&:6%(<' -7+'
search tools.
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In 2010, the Oakland School Board praised the project for pro- campaign in Oakland in 2010. She is completing a Masters in
viding unique student perspectives on improving schools, while =+&)"'-(0&)+2'(6'&+*+$63':+&)"N5"2+&B'3$"1+N5"2+&B'"1()6%'.+cultivating exceptional young leaders with a powerful, authentic search curriculum for classrooms.
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Communities demand change in the face of daily injustice
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hair looks goofy.
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A.5"%'3$"%%)ng--a topic that may seem to some as interesting as staring at the wall--has a huge effect on our
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ease or inconveniences of our daily lives. In 2011, DataCenter is partnering with two organizations to illuminate
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DataCenter has joined Chhaya Community Development Corporation (Chhaya CDC) in New York to develop a survey to assess
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and foreclosures. DataCenter will then compile a report, which
will document the most pressing needs of this community, so that
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this study!

DataCenter, in conjunction with students from the University of
California, Berkeley, provided an assessment of transportation issues for Lideres Campesinas, a grassroots group of farmworker
women in the Coachella Valley, a southern coastal region in Cali86.%)"<'?7)2'"22+22:+%('9"2'1.01)"$'(6',)&+.+2;'16::0%)(4N5"2+&'
study of low-income and farmworker communities, many of whom
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report detailed the egregiously inefficient transit system that led to
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for the full study!

